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Hierarchical Bayesian inference is thoroughly integrated with comprehensive physical 
representation f objects and their relations in a system for reasoning with geometry in 
machine vision. Bayesian inference provides a framework for accruing probabilities to 
rank order hypotheses. This is a preliminary version of visual interpretation i
SUCCESSOR, an intelligent, model-based vision system integrating multiple sensors. 
Address correspondence to T. Bin ford. 
Using the Dempster-Shafer Scheme in a Diagnostic Expert System 
Shell 
Gautam Biswas and Te jwansh  S. Anand 
Department of Computer Science, University of South Carolina, 
Columbia, South Carolina 29208 
The Dempster-Shafer evidence combination scheme is applied in building a rule-based 
expert system shell for diagnostic reasoning. Domain knowledge is stored as rules with 
associated belief unctions. The reasoning component uses a combination of forward and 
backward inferencing mechanisms to interact with the user in a mixed initiative format. 
Address correspondence to G. Biswas. 
Is Shafer General Bayes? 
Paul  K. B lack 
Department of Statistics, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 15213 
This paper examines the relationship between Shafer's belief unctions and convex sets of 
probability distributions. Kyburg's (1986) result showed that belief unction models form 
a subset of the class of closed convex probability distributions. This paper emphasizes the 
importance of Kyburg's result by looking at simple examples involving Bernoulli trials. 
Furthermore, it is shown that many convex sets of probability distributions generate the 
same belief unction in the sense that they support the same lower and upper values. This 
has implications for a decision theoretic extension. Dempster's rule of combination is also 
compared with Bayes' rule of conditioning. 
Using T-Norm-Based Uncertainty Calculi in a Naval Situation 
Assessment Application 
Piero  P. Bon issone 
General Electric Corporate Research and Development, 1 River 
Road, K1-SC32A, Schenectady, New York 12301 
RUM (Reasoning with Uncertainty Module) is an integrated software tool based on a 
KEE, a frame system implemented in an object-oriented language. RUM's architecture is 
composed of three layers: representation, i ference, and control. The representation 
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layer is based on framelike data structures that capture the uncertainty information used in 
the inference layer and the uncertainty meta-information used in the control ayer. The 
inference layer provides a selection of five T-norm-based uncertainty calculi with which 
to perform the intersection, detachment, union, and pooling of information. The control 
layer uses the meta-information to select he appropriate calculus for each context and to 
resolve eventual ignorance or conflict in the information. This layer also provides a 
context mechanism that allows the system to focus on the relevant portion of the 
knowledge base, and an uncertain-belief r vision system that incrementally updates the 
certainty values of well-formed formulas (wff's) in an acyclic directed eduction graph. 
RUM has been tested and validated in a sequence of experiments in both naval and 
aerial situation assessment (SA), consisting of correlating reports and tracks, locating and 
classifying platforms, and identifying intents and threats. An example of naval situation 
assessment is illustrated. The testbed environment for developing these experiments has 
been provided by LOTTA, a symbolic simulator implemented in Zetalisp Flavors. This 
simulator maintains time-varying situations in a multi-player antagonistic game where 
players must make decisions in light of uncertain and incomplete data. RUM has been 
used to assist one of the LOTTA players to perform the SA task. 
Implementing a Bayesian Scheme for Revising Belief 
Commitments 
Lashon B. Booker ,  Naveen Hota,  and Gav in  Hemphi l l  
Navy Center for  Applied Research in AI, Code 5510, Naval 
Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375 
The authors' previous work on classifying complex ship images has evolved into an effort 
to develop software tools for building and solving generic classification problems. 
Managing the uncertainty associated with feature data and other evidence is an important 
issue in this endeavor. Pearl has developed a Bayesian framework for managing 
uncertainty hat has proven to be applicable to several of the belief maintenance functions 
that are necessary for classification problem solving. One such function is to determine a 
belief commitment that designates in categorical terms the most probable instantiation f
all hypothesis variables given the evidence available. Before these belief commitments 
can be computed, the straightforward implementation f Pearl's procedure involves 
finding an analytical solution to some often very difficult optimization problems. An 
implementation f this procedure is described that uses tensor products to solve these 
problems enumeratively and avoid the need for case-by-case analysis. The procedure is
thereby made more practical to use in the general case. 
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